PRESS RELEASE

Technomar Shipping Selects RINACube Platform for MRV-DCS-CII Data Collection and Reporting Across Its Fleet

Piraeus, 29 July 2022 - Technomar Shipping has signed a contract with RINA for software licenses to employ the RINACube MRV-DCS-CII Data Collection and Reporting platform across 105 of its vessels.

RINACube MRV-DCS-CII web application will be used on board each ship to collect the data required by EU MRV and IMO DCS regulations. Using the data collected, the software enables calculation and information pertaining to the current CII rating of the ships and a projection of the CII rating over the coming years. The information it will provide will enable Technomar to foresee any potential issues and take any corrective actions necessary in good time to maintain compliance with new environmental regulations.

Theodore Baltatzis, Managing Director of Technomar Shipping, said: “Decarbonization of our fleet is a top priority. With RINA’s digital tools we will gather the information we need to fine-tune vessel performance, improve energy efficiency, reduce emissions, ensure compliance with evolving environmental regulations and drive strategic decision-making. Going forward, timely and accurate data will be key to supporting the collaboration between shipowners and charterers that will be necessary to successfully optimize ships’ operating profiles and CII ratings”.

As a web-based application, the software will provide access to data to onshore and onboard personnel and will present information about vessels’ CII rating in a clear and efficient manner.

Spyros Zolotas, RINA Marine Southern Europe & Africa Area Senior Director, added: “We are very happy to have been awarded this contract with Technomar for its whole fleet. Supporting the shipping industry to achieve its decarbonization targets is a top priority for RINA. Although we are involved in many projects to develop technology and new fuels to reach net zero, our digital tools provide a highly effective way to drive ship performance and efficiency, thereby reducing emissions today”.


Technomar Shipping, Inc. is a leading ship manager providing full service technical management services to third-party shipowners. Technomar was established in 1994, is headquartered in Athens, and, as at December 31, 2021, had 105 ships under management. Technomar has deep expertise and long-standing relationships in the container shipping and dry bulk sectors. Clients include both privately held and publicly listed shipowners.

RINA provides a wide range of services across the Energy & Mobility, Marine, Certification, Infrastructure & Real Estate and Industry sectors. With net revenues in 2021 of 533 million Euros, over 4,600 employees and 200 offices in 70 countries worldwide, RINA is a member of key international organizations and an important contributor to the development of new legislative standards. www.rina.org
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